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Q # Question Answer

Wednesday, July 26, 2017

14

Drawing # CO-E-104, detail # 5, identifies Panel LC as Hubbell # 
LXIN-32-16-08 with enclosure # LEXAN-32-S, which also refers us 
to Drawing # CO-E-501 for the Panel LC schedule.
(a) The electrical single-line diagram, on Drawing # S-E-301, shows 
Lighting Control Panel “LC” fed by a 40A/3P branch breaker, from 
panel CO (9,11,13). The Hubbell style LXIN panel is not like the 
style LXBC panel whereas you provide a feeder to a vertical bus fed 
panel and tap branch circuits from it in the same way a typical power 
panelboard would work. The LXIN series uses relay modules that 
receive the feeder circuit from a remote panelboard and return the 
load circuit from the same relay, acting as a switching relay only. If 
you want to use the Hubbell LXIN style panel you will have to 
provide feeder breakers from Panel CO for each circuit, to run to the 
LXIN panel. This will require notations and changes to the drawings. 
Would you rather use the same Hubbell style panel, LXBC, used on 
the Maintenance Building here, instead? This will except the 40A/3P 
feed from Panel CO and feed the site lighting circuits from that 
LXBC panel.

Response forthcoming…

Yellow highlighting = previous questions
answered in this posting:  Q3
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Drawing # MB-E-501 (Sheet No. 116) provides the panel “LP” 
schedule, which has been identified, on Drawing # MB-E-101 (Sheet 
No. 111) as a Hubbell # LXBC-1-1L-B-18-H-1S with # LXTB 
graphical interface user or equal.
The Hubbell series LXBC panel uses “controlled” as well as “non-
controlled” circuit breakers.

(a) Which type breaker are we to supply for the six “spares” in Panel 
LP?

(b) Should these be split, whereas we provide three of each type, or 
another variation?

(c) In an attempt to properly identify which breakers in panel LP were 
to be “controlled” or “non-controlled” would you please clarify the 
following “branch circuit loads”? Service Bay # 3 (Drawing MB-E-
101) identifies LP-9 as the feeder circuit. Service Bay # 5 identifies 
LP-11 as the feeder circuit. Panel schedule LP identifies circuit # 7 
feeding Lighting Bay # 3, circuit # 9 feeding Lighting Bay # 5. Would 
you please indicate which circuit identifier should be changed?

Response forthcoming…
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(d) The above is not a big deal, but it also extends to Panel LP circuit 
# 11, identified as feeding the Mezzanine. Drawing # MB-E-102 
shows the mezzanine lighting fed from circuit LP-11. Drawing # MB-
E-101 identifies circuit LP-11 as feeding Service Bay # 5. After 
clarifying paragraph (c) above, would it be possible that the 
mezzanine lighting would be controlled on circuit LP-15? The 
mezzanine lighting is a “non-controlled” breaker load and shown to 
be fed by 3-way switches. Circuit LP-11 is a “controlled” breaker 
load, as identified on Drawing MB-E-101, represented by switch Se.

(e) Drawing # MB-E-101, Sheet Key Note # 3, identifies the Lighting 
Control Switches to be similar to Hubbell LX Sentry Switch, toggle 
style with locator light, or equal. Hubbell has discontinued the LX 
Sentry Switch style, and replaced them with the LXSW series (spec 
sheet attached). This becomes important for a couple of reasons. The 
replacement style is wired using Belden # 8471 cable, and not 
standard wiring as did the older “Sentry” design. This should be 
noted on the drawings. The new switch design also brings up the 
question (see spec sheet) do we furnish [5] LXSW1LPW, or [1] 
LXSW5LPW at each of the two locations, designated as 
SaSbScSdSe, on Drawing  # MB-E-101, to control the Service Bay 
Lighting Circuits?

Response forthcoming…

Monday, July 24, 2017

12
The Overhead Crane in the Maintenance Building is called out as by 
General Contractor but there is no Spec section for it. Is more 
information going to be provided?

Response forthcoming…

11

Detail 2 on A-502 calls for a W12x45 to support various mounted 
equipment. Assuming that this beam has been designed by the project 
engineer already and it will attach to the building columns. Can end 
beam reactions/loads be provided which the PEMB columns will 
support? 

Response forthcoming…
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The drawings show a 5 ton overhead crane running from grids 2-4 
and spanning between grids C-E. There are 6 columns shown on the 
drawings to support the crane runway steel. It would be a more 
efficient design if this crane were underhung and supported from the 
steel above.   

Response forthcoming…

9

Are the CMU walls designed with bond beams so that the walls are 
braced horizontally between building columns and a structural 
member on top of the wall is not required for support? The drawings 
appear to show a bond beam at the top of the 4’-8” high wall and two 
rows on bond beam for the 1’-8” high wall. The drawings do call for 
a 9” metal channel but I assume that this channel will be used to 
support the metal exterior panel and interior liner panel only? This 
channel is not intended to brace the top of the CMU wall? 

Response forthcoming…

8

The drawings are calling for the simple saver insulation system for 
both the roof and walls. This system is labor intensive and 
encapsulates the    roof purlin cavity making it very difficult to 
accommodate attachments for MEP. Will other systems be allowed as 
long as they meet the required U-values and energy code 
requirements Just need to know what energy code is being followed 
and what are the required tested u-values?

Response forthcoming…

7
What are the required tested u-values for both the roof and wall 
insulation systems to meet the energy code? (RFI question)

Response forthcoming…

6

On sheets CO-S-001 and MB-S-001 note 6 under the Foundation 
heading says "If soil of this bearing is not encountered at the 
elevations indicated on the contract drawings, footings shall be 
lowered or increased in size as directed by the structural engineer." 
How will the extra work be compensated if this occurs?

Follow Section 104 of the DelDOT Standard Specifications.

5
The prevailing wage rates provided are for highway construction, will 
these be the rates that are applied to the building construction on this 
project?

Yes, Highway Construction are the wage rates issued by the 
Department of Labor for this project
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Thursday, July 20, 2017

4

Please clarify the new Fencing around the property. There is no plan 
detail and specs are general not specific.  

Furnish and install  8’ high, 9 gauge galvanized chain link fence with 
1’-0” high three (3) strand barbed wire on outward facing arms in 
accordance with DELDOT standards specifications.  End posts and 
pull posts are to be 3” OD SS40 and intermediate posts 2-1/2” OD 
SS40.  Brace railings are to be 1-5/8” OD SS#40.  All corner, brace, 
and gate posts are to have truss rod assemblies.  The fence should 
have top and bottom 7 gauge tension wire attached with hog rings.  
All concrete is to be truck delivered Class B mix concrete crowned to 
promote runoff of water.  All other material should be galvanized 
steel.

3

On plan sheet 4:
Demolition D-2 - will the contractor remove the salt from the existing 
salt barn?
Demolition D-4 - 3 tanks are on site. Are they all to be removed?

The state (DELDOT) will remove the salt from the existing salt barn, 
NOT the contractor.

D-4 Should state, “Steel Frame Tank to be removed by others.  
However, contractor shall remove the concrete pad.

D-5 Should state, “Remove existing hydrant.”

Thursday, July 13, 2017

2
Is DelDOT going to make the building items specialty items so the 
prime contractor can meet the self-performance requirement?

This will be addressed at the Pre-Bid Meeting.

1

Page MB-283111-3 of the Fire Alarm Specification, section 2.2 reads 
“Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide 
products by Edwards Signaling and Security Systems, a GE Company 
or equal as pre-approved by the Owner.”

Our company is requesting to be “pre-approved by the Owner” to 
provide an equal “Honeywell Notifier Fire Alarm System”. 

Response forthcoming…
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